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Application of very high voltage to atomic force microscope tip leads to the growth of narrow, stringlike domains in some ferroelectrics, a phenomenon that was named “ferroelectric domain breakdown.” In this work the dynamics of domain breakdown have been studied experimentally and theoretically in stoichiometric lithium niobate (LN). The theory has been found to be in a good agreement with the measured domain radius temporal dependence. Dynamics of domain growth has also been studied in ultrathin LN crystals, where the domain breakdown phenomenon does not take place. It is also shown that domain formation processes occurring in bulk and ultrathin crystals are very different, and this is ascribed to the observed difference in depolarization energy dependence on the domain length. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2197264]

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, there was a great interest in studies of micro- and nanosized ferroelectric domains generated and imaged by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM). This interest arises mainly from the potential application of nanodomain superlattices for a generation of electronic and photonic devices. Experiments show that evolution of domains tailored in thin films and bulk ferroelectrics by the use of AFM is very different. Application of a high bias of more than kilovolt to the tip led to the observation of the so-called “domain breakdown” in bulk ferroelectric crystals. This phenomenon is characterized by a formation of stringlike domains that continue to grow through the crystal thickness even though the tip-generated electric field reaches very low value at a large distance from the surface. In contrast, the domain breakdown cannot evolve in films or ultrathin crystals. In order to understand the effect of the boundary conditions on the mechanism of domain formation in the inhomogeneous field of AFM, one should perform a comparative analysis of domain growth kinetics in crystals with different thicknesses. Recently, detailed studies of the equilibrium domain shape dependence on the applied voltage were performed by us under the conditions of domain breakdown in congruent lithium niobate (LN) crystals.

The analysis of domain growth dynamics in congruent crystals becomes significantly harder due to the existence of strong obstacles which pin the motion of domain walls (DW). The process of the DW overcoming the obstacles has not been studied yet which causes considerable difficulties in the interpretation of experiments on DW growth dynamics in ferroelectric congruent crystals. Therefore the DW dynamics should be studied in stoichiometric crystals, where the defect and pinning center concentrations are very small. Domain growth dynamics was studied recently in ultrathin (0.85 µm thick) LN crystals of stoichiometric composition.

In this work we perform experimental studies of domain breakdown kinetics in bulk stoichiometric LN crystals, and further develop the theory of domain growth kinetics for bulk and ultrathin crystals. We show that this theory can quantitatively explain our experimental data and the observed large difference in domain growth process between bulk and ultrathin ferroelectric crystals.

II. EXPERIMENT

We used optically polished Z-cut stoichiometric 0.5 mm thick LiNbO₃ single crystals supplied by Oxide Corporation, Japan. The sample was glued to a bottom electrode using a conducting silver paste, and mounted onto the HV AFM scanner (Autoprobe CP, Veeco, Inc.), which was specifically modified for the high voltage application. Cantilever with spring constant $k=17$ N/m was used for domain writing and imaging. High voltage pulses of durations between 100 µs and 1800 s of $U=1$ kV were applied between the AFM tip and the bottom electrode. Following each voltage pulse, a new domain was formed and subsequently imaged using piezoresponse force microscopy. Studies of the domain growth kinetics in ultrathin crystals were implemented by the use of 0.85 µm thick stoichiometric LiNbO₃ samples. The details of these experiments can be found in Ref. 13.

Figure 1 represents the experimental data (dotted line) averaged over all measurements for the same voltage pulse durations while the error bar represents the standard deviation. The solid curve in Fig. 1 represents the solution to the system of differential equations ([3a] and [3b]) presented in Sec. IV for the domain radius. In these calculations the DW mobility was a free parameter used to adjust the theory to the experimental data (solid curve in Fig. 1). The curve in Fig. 2
shows the domain elongation as a function of time obtained from the solution of the same set of equations [(3a) and (3b)]. The dots in Figs. 4–6 represent the experimental data obtained in Ref. 13, where the solid curves follow the dependencies expressed in Eqs. (9), (13), and (16) developed in Sec. V.

III. DOMAIN WALL MOTION IN DYNAMICAL AND THERMAL FLUCTUATIONAL REGIMES

The DW motion in a ferroelectric material requires overcoming of energy barriers related to periodic crystal structure (Miller-Weinreich barrier) and lattice defects. The slowly moving DW overcomes them by thermal fluctuations. In such a case, the DW velocity $v_{\text{DW}}$ is an exponential function of the electric field $E$.\textsuperscript{16}

$$v_{\text{DW}}(E) = v_\infty \exp \left( - \frac{\delta E}{E} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\delta E$ is an activation field, which decreases with temperature, and $v_\infty$ is a parameter having the dimensionality of velocity. For high wall velocities, when the DW kinetic energy exceeds the energy barrier, a nonactivated type of motion takes place. DW motion is limited by energy transfer from the DW to diverse elementary crystal excitations—mainly to phonons. In such a case, the DW motion is described by a viscous friction model and $v_{\text{DW}}$ increases proportionally to the field,\textsuperscript{16}

$$v_{\text{DW}} = \mu_3 E,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\mu_3$ is the DW mobility.

Equation (2) replaces the dependence (1) for DW velocities larger than a characteristic velocity $v_{\text{ch}}$. To date, there are no data on $v_{\text{ch}}$ in stoichiometric lithium niobate crystals. However, measurements conducted in congruent LN crystals\textsuperscript{17} yielded a value $v_{\text{ch}} \sim 0.1 \text{ cm/s}$. It can be expected that in stoichiometric ferroelectric samples lacking strong pinning centers, the critical value of the velocity $v_{\text{ch}}$ is smaller. Previous results\textsuperscript{13} showed that in AFM-induced switching in ultrathin LN crystal the DW velocity is smaller than 0.1 cm/s for nearly entire range of domain lateral growth. On the other hand, under the conditions of domain breakdown in bulk crystal the wall velocity is higher than $v_{\text{ch}}$ for the most of the growth process, and the velocity of the domain in the forward direction is still higher. Therefore we use (1) for domain growth analysis in ultrathin LN crystals, whereas Eq. (2) is used for the dynamic description of domain breakdown in the bulk samples. As will be shown below, the domain growth kinetics developed using these assumptions is in a good agreement with the experimental results in both cases.

IV. DOMAIN DYNAMICS IN THICK FERROELECTRIC CRYSTALS

Ferroelectric domain reversal in the field of AFM consists of several stages\textsuperscript{18} which coincide with the stages of domain reversal in homogeneous fields.\textsuperscript{16} It starts from the nucleation of new domains with polarization vector pointing in the direction of the applied electric field. The activation energy of domain nucleation in very high field of AFM tip is negligibly small even for a small tip bias.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, in contrast to the case of the uniform electric field, the nucleation stage under the AFM tip does not limit the domain reversal process. This fact allows us to neglect the nucleation stage while describing the domain growth dynamics.

As was already mentioned above, the fast motion of the domain walls in the case of domain breakdown can be described as a motion in a viscous medium. Loge and Suo have developed a theory describing such a motion,\textsuperscript{15} based on the assumption that the relation between DW velocity and the electric field is linear and can be described by Eq. (2). This theory was generalized in Ref. 18 for any dependence of DW velocity on the field and then used for the study of domain formation in the field of AFM.

When a domain radius is significantly larger then the tip apex curvature $R$ the field of the tip may be described within the so-called simple spherical model.\textsuperscript{20} In such a case the field of the AFM tip apex is supposed to coincide with a field of a single point charge located in a center of a metallic sphere of radius $R$. In general the total field of AFM tip can be found by superposition of two fields: the field of a charged cone and the field of a hemisphere located at the
cone apex. The tip apex contributes mainly to the total electric field at the distances comparable to the radius of curvature of the hemisphere \( R \). At larger distances from the tip apex, more significant contribution is provided by the cone. Measurements of domain radius as a function of the applied voltage \( U \) between the tip and the bottom electrode showed \(^{11}\) that for \( U < 1.6 \) kV this dependence can be well described by the theory \(^{9,10}\), where only tip apex contribution is taken into account. Calculations showed that adding the cone part destroys the agreement between theory and experiment. This unexpected result can be explained assuming that some other effect compensates the cone field, for example, ferroelectric indentation nearby the tip. \(^{7,22}\) The cone field leads to domain radius growth \(^{18}\) whereas indentation reduces it. \(^{7,22}\) Therefore we assume that in the range of voltages between \( 0 < U < 1.6 \) kV these effects compensate each other. In the following discussion we will analyze domain breakdown for pulse durations shorter than \( 0.1 \) s. For longer pulse durations there is a deviation from the proposed theory. A possible reason for this will be described in the Sec. V.

The electric field generated by the tip is very large on the crystal surface reaching \( 10^9 \) V/cm for high voltages necessary for domain breakdown. \(^9\) Figure 3 shows that the field decreases steeply farther away from the surface. At the distances comparable with the domain length (a few hundred of microns) this field does not exceed several ten volts per centimeter. Therefore for long domains generated during the breakdown the contribution of the external field can be neglected. In our first work on ferroelectric domain breakdown \(^9\) it was shown that the field of the AFM tip does not lead directly to the domain elongation in the case of sufficiently long domains. It leads only to the domain radius growth, which causes increase in the internal force generated by the depolarization field and, as a result to the domain elongation.

V. DOMAIN DYNAMICS IN ULTRATHIN FERROELECTRIC CRYSTALS

The experimental studies of ultrathin ferroelectric stoichiometric crystals LiNbO\(_3\) were recently reported. \(^{13}\) Here we present a theory which describes this experimental data. It is shown below that the domain growth in ultrathin crystals can be explained using the same approach which was applied to the domain formation in thin films. \(^{24}\) We assume that the domain has a shape of a circular cylinder with radius \( r \), and length \( h \) equal to the crystal thickness. The total do-
main energy still consists of the same three components as described in Sec. IV. However the energy terms are completely different. The surface energy $W_s$ equals to the product of surface energy density $\sigma_W$ and the surface area of the domain side $2\pi R$.

$$W_s = 2\pi R \sigma_W.$$  
(4)

The experimental results for ultrathin crystals were obtained in ambient environment in contrast to experiments on bulk crystals performed in dry nitrogen; this implies that the ultrathin crystal surface is covered by a water layer. In this case interaction energy between the AFM tip field and the domain becomes

$$W_f = -f_s \rho,$$  
(5)

where

$$f_s = \frac{8 \pi P_s C_{b,c} U}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 + \varepsilon_w}}$$

is the effective force applied to the domain in the case when the ferroelectric sample is located in an environment with dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_w$. Then the tip-sample capacitance is

$$C_{b,c} = R \varepsilon_w \sinh \alpha \sum_{n=0}^\infty \left( \frac{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 - \varepsilon_w}}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 + \varepsilon_w}} \right)^n \sinh(n+1) \alpha,$$  
(6)

which is different from the corresponding expression for vacuum defined earlier.

The calculated equilibrium domain size is in agreement with the experimental data of Ref. 13 if we assume that the depolarization field is screened as a result of free charge redistribution inside the sample (internal screening), or as a result of ion adsorption on the surface (external screening). The depolarization energy can be written as follows:

$$W_D = \alpha_s \rho^2 h,$$  
(7)

where

$$\alpha_s = 4 \pi^2 P_s^2 \beta \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0} + 1} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0} + \varepsilon_w}.$$ 

$\beta$ is the degree of nonscreened part of $P_s$ and $\varepsilon_m$ is the dielectric permittivity of the bottom electrode. In the case of a metal tip electrode ($\varepsilon_m \rightarrow \infty$), and the second term in the summation may be neglected.

It should be emphasized here that depolarization energy for domain geometry in ultrathin crystals is proportional to the domain length, as shown by Eq. (7). This is in contrary to the depolarization energy in bulk crystals where it is inversely proportional to the domain length. Therefore, the main factor that influences domain dynamics is the ratio between the domain length and the crystal thickness. At the same time, the degree of screening cannot change the character of depolarization energy dependence on the domain length neither for the bulk nor for the ultrathin crystal.

Using Eqs. (4), (5), and (7), the total domain energy becomes

$$W(\rho) = 2\pi \rho \sigma_W - f_s \rho + \alpha_s \rho^2 h.$$  
(8)

The minimization of the energy in Eq. (8) makes it possible to obtain the equilibrium domain radius on the applied tip voltage,

$$\rho_m(U) = \frac{4 \pi P_s C_{b,c} (U - U_{\text{min}})}{(\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0} + \varepsilon_w) \alpha_s \rho},$$  
(9)

where

$$U_{\text{min}} = \frac{h \sigma_w (\sqrt{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0} + \varepsilon_w)}{4 P_s C_{b,c}}$$  
(10)

is the threshold voltage necessary for the domain formation in the ultrathin crystal. The existence of a threshold voltage in thin films is a well known phenomenon. It is determined by minimal value of the pressure $f_s/2\pi \rho$, which causes a domain expansion in the field of AFM where it exceeds the Laplace pressure $\sigma_w/\rho$, that impedes such an expansion. Calculations show that the threshold exists also for domain formation in a bulk ferroelectric crystal. For $U > U_{\text{min}}$ the domain radius depends linearly on voltage, which is consistent with the experimental data in Ref. 13. This behavior differs significantly from the $r_m \propto U$ dependence observed for equilibrium domains in bulk crystals.

This difference originates from the different depolarization energy dependence on the domain size for these two cases.

The force acting on domain wall can be obtained from Eq. (8),

$$F(\rho) = -\frac{\partial W(\rho)}{\partial \rho} = f_s - 2\pi \rho \sigma_W - 2\alpha_s \rho^2 h.$$ 

In equilibrium $\rho = \rho_m$ and the force is zero leading to

$$f_s = 2\pi \rho \sigma_W + 2\alpha_s \rho^2 h.$$ 

The pressure applied on the DW is found according to

$$p(\rho) = F(\rho) = \frac{\alpha_s (\rho_m - \rho)}{2\pi \rho}.$$  
(11)

An electric field $E$ leads to a pressure $p$ that is equal to $2P_s E$. Therefore, the equivalent field can be related to the pressure in Eq. (11) by

$$E_{\text{eq}}(\rho) = \frac{p(\rho)}{2P_s} = \frac{\alpha_s (\rho_m - \rho)}{2 \pi P_s \rho}.$$  
(12)

Then, the wall velocity dependence on the domain radius can be obtained by substituting the equivalent field in Eq. (12) with the field $E$ in Eq. (1),

$$v(\rho) = v_\infty \exp \left( -\frac{\eta \rho - \rho_m}{\rho_m - \rho} \right),$$  
(13)

where $\eta = 2\pi P_s \varepsilon_{\infty} / \alpha_s$ and $v_\infty$ determines DW velocity at $\rho = 0$ (under the AFM tip). Since the domain velocity grows with $U$, the value of $v_\infty$ will also grow with $U$. The simplest approximation for the $v_\infty$ dependence on $U$ in the range of voltages from 20 to 100 V is a linear function,

$$v_\infty(U) = A + B (U - U_0),$$  
(14)

where $U_0 = 20 \text{ V}$.
Equation (13) can be written as

$$\frac{d\rho}{dt} = v_c \exp\left(-\frac{\eta \rho}{\rho_m - \rho}\right).$$

(15)

Here, Eq. (15) describes the domain growth kinetics in the field of AFM tip; the solution for $\rho \ll \rho_m$ is

$$\rho(t) = \frac{\rho_m}{\eta} \ln \left(1 + \frac{v_c \eta t}{\rho_m}\right).$$

(16)

Using expressions (9), (13), and (16) and the experimental results in Ref. 13 we obtain the following values of the parameters: $\varepsilon_r = 620 \text{kV/cm}$, $A = 0.02 \text{cm/s}$, $B = 2.25 \times 10^{-3} \text{cm/Vs}$, and $\beta = 0.032$. The value of the unscreened portion of the depolarization field $\beta$ lies in the range of 0.01–0.1, as was obtained for other ferroelectrics.\textsuperscript{25} Figure 4 demonstrates a good agreement between theoretical and experimental data for the velocity dependence on a domain radius. The solid line in Fig. 5 shows the linear dependence of the domain radius on the applied voltage obtained according to Eq. (9). Domain equilibrium radius $\rho_m$ equals to 4, 10, and 20 $\mu$m for voltages of 20, 50, and 100 V, respectively. The calculation results agree with the experimental data in the range of pulse durations from $10^{-2}$ to $\sim 30$ s (Fig. 6). However, for longer pulses, domains are growing faster than it is predicted by Eq. (16) (Fig. 6); the same behavior is observed in bulk LN crystal. The reason for this deviation is still unclear and should be further studied. It might be a transformation of ferroelectric surface layer in the high field of the AFM tip in analogy to transformation of ionic crystals into superionic state under high fields.\textsuperscript{27} The fact that the theory follows the experimental data for high voltage experiment when shorter pulse durations are applied (Fig. 1) supports this assumption. According to our experiments where $U = 1 \text{kV}$ this pulse duration ($\sim 0.1$ s) is significantly shorter than for $U = 20$–100 V (more than 30 s).

Let us estimate a threshold voltage $U_{\text{thr}}$. Using Eq. (6) the tip capacitance is calculated to be $C_{\text{tip}} = 4 \times 10^{-16} \text{F}$ (for $R = 50 \text{nm}$, $\delta = 0.5 \text{nm}$, $\varepsilon_r = 30$, $\varepsilon_a = 84$, and $\varepsilon_w = 81$). Then for $\sigma_w = 4.5 \text{mJ/m}^2$, $\varepsilon_m \to \infty$, and $h = 0.85 \mu$m we obtain $U_{\text{thr}} = 0.04 \text{V}$. This value is negligible comparing to voltages of 20–100 V used in experiments on the ultrathin crystal.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, in these experiments the threshold effect was not observed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work the generalized theory of domain dynamics was developed to perform its quantitative comparison with our experiment and determine parameters of the theory. Such comparison provided very large DW mobility value for stoichiometric LiNbO$_3$ which is close to the mobility of DW in pure BaTiO$_3$ crystal. It is higher by five orders of magnitude than the value of mobility in congruent samples. The influence of an environment on the domain kinetics was taken into account. It was shown that domain equilibrium radius size dependence on the applied voltage differs significantly for ultrathin and bulk crystals. The growth kinetics is also different for both cases. In the beginning of the domain growth its radius increases steeply with time in bulk crystals, but it grows logarithmically slow when the domain approaches equilibrium state. On the other hand, the domain radius in ultrathin crystals always grows logarithmically in
the studied range of voltages. It was shown that the observed qualitative difference in domain growth is mainly owing to the difference in the depolarization energy dependence on the domain size for these two cases.
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